
Eindhoven University of Technology
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science TU/e

Exam Generic Language Theory (2IS15) 26th of January 2011, 14:00-17:00.

This exam consists of 4 questions.
You are allowed to use all distributed material, slides, books, and papers.

You need to give a concise motivation for all the answers.

1. Theory of ASF+SDF

(a) How can the prefer keywords be implemented in SDF? Illustrate this by
means of an example.

(b) SDF is a declarative formalism for describing the syntax of (programming)
languages. Explain why SDF is declarative.

(c) SDF supports modularity. What is the enabling technology for this modular-
ity?

(d) Traversal functions can be simulated using ordinary ASF equations. How can
this be done? Illustrate this by means of an example.

2. ASF+SDF in practice

The following Xtext definition is a part of the SLCO language. It represents state
machines in SLCO.

StateMachine :
name=ID
(variables+=Variable ";")*
(vertices+=Vertex ";")*
(transitions+=Transition ";")*;

Variable :
name=ID ":" type=Type;

enum Type :
Integer="int" | Boolean="bool";

Vertex :
State | Initial | Final;



State :
"<state>"
name=ID
incoming=[Transition]
outgoing=[Transition];

Initial :
"<initial>"
name=ID
outgoing=[Transition];

Final :
"<final>"
name=ID
incoming=[Transition];

Transition :
"<transition>"
name=ID
source=[Vertex]
target=[Vertex]
(guard+=Expression)?
(effect+=Statement)*;

Statement :
variable=[Variable] ":=" expression=NonBinOpExpression;

Expression :
BinaryOperatorExpression | NonBinOpExpression;

BinaryOperatorExpression :
operand1=NonBinOpExpression
operator=Operator
operand2=Expression;

enum Operator :
atLeast=">=" | add="+" | subtract="-" | and="&" |
equals="==" | differs="<>";

NonBinOpExpression :
BooleanConstantExpression |
IntegerConstantExpression |
VariableExpression;

BooleanConstantExpression :
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value=Bool;

enum Bool :
true="true" | false="false";

IntegerConstantExpression :
value=INT;

VariableExpression :
variable=[Variable];

(a) What is the effect of the += operator?

(b) What is the purpose of name=X in Xtext? Do you have something similar in
SDF?

(c) Are the Operators left or right associative?

(d) Give an SDF definition of the Expression part of this Xtext definition. The
operators must have different priorities in this SDF definition. You can choose
any ordering of operators.

(e) Write an ASF+SDF specification using traversal functions to check that the
state machine contains a Final state.

3. DSL Design

(a) Why are meta-models more powerful than signatures? Give a very simple
meta-model that can not be specified using a context-free grammar.

(b) What language constructs can a DSL support when we add composite types?
Illustrate by means of an example

(c) If you would design a DSL would you add a static or dynamic type system?
Give at least 2 reasons for your choice.

(d) SLCO is not a block structured language, but it still has the notion of scoping.
What is a block structured language? Why does SLCO need scoping?

(e) Is a horizontal transformation equivalent to an endogenous transformation?
Give an example to illustrate your answer.

(f) What is the effect of the ATL operation asSet()?

(g) How many model elements can be matched via from in a matched rule in
ATL?

(h) Given the following transformation implemented using unique lazy rules.
It takes a state machine with some states that have no outgoing transitions,
and converts those states to final states. Give an equivalent transformation
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that uses only matched rules. You can assume that transitions, variables etc.
will be handled by other parts of the transformation, you do not need to give
rules for them. The output element of the rule that copies transitions is called
’output’.

rule StateMachine {
from input : MM!StateMachine
to output : MM!StateMachine (
name <- input.name,
variables <- input.variables,
vertices <- input.vertices->select(v | v.outgoing.notEmpty())->collect(v | thisModule.copyState(v))->union(input.vertices->select(v | v.outgoing.isEmpty())->collect(v | thisModule.makeFinal(v))),
transitions <- input.transitions

)

}

unique lazy rule copyState {
from input : MM!State
to output : MM!State (

name <- input.name,
incoming <- input.incoming,
outgoing <- input.outgoing

)
}

unique lazy rule makeFinal {
from input : MM!State
to output : MM!Final (

name <- input.name,
incoming <- input.incoming

)
}

4. Basic technology

(a) Why is LR parsing more powerful than LL parsing?

(b) What is the computational overhead of scannerless parsing in the way it is
implemented in SGLR?

(c) What is left sentential form?

(d) What does the set of item sets in the LR parse table construction represent?
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Grading of exercises

1 a 10 2 a 10 3 a 10 4 a 10
b 10 b 10 b 10 b 10
c 10 c 10 c 10 c 10
d 20 d 20 d 10 d 10

e 20 e 10
f 10
g 10
h 20
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